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Abstract  A robust method for locating and tracking lips in gray level image sequences is
described The method learns patterns of shape variability from a training set which constrains
the model during image search to only deform in ways similar to the training examples Image
search is guided by a learned gray level model which is used to describe the large appearance
variability of lips Such variability might be due to dierent individuals illumination mouth
opening specularity or visibility of teeth and tongue Visual speech features are recovered from the
tracking results and represent both shape and intensity information We describe a speechreading
lip reading system where the extracted features are modeled by Gaussian distributions and their
temporal dependencies by Hidden Markov Models Experimental results are presented for locating
lips tracking lips and speechreading The database used consists of a broad variety of speakers
and was recorded in a natural environment with no special lighting or lip markers used For a
speaker independent digit recognition task using visual information only the system achieved an
accuracy about equivalent to that of untrained humans
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  Introduction
Robust and accurate facial feature analysis is a dicult object recognition problem  because of large
appearance dierences between subjects and large appearance variability of a specic subject due to
changes in pose  lighting  specularity and mouth opening It has received much attention in the face
recognition community       	     but is even harder for image sequences due to motion and
large appearance variability Most approaches for speechreading have constrained or circumvented the
feature extraction problem by marking the subjects lips with color or reective markers  by recording
the lip movements with a head mounted camera  by using one subject only  by hand segmenting the
lip region or by using very controlled lighting conditions
We describe a method for locating and tracking lips in graylevel image sequences which avoids
such constraints A deformable model is used which learns patterns of typical lip deformation from
a training set This constrains the model during image search to only deform in ways similar to the
training examples Image search is based on an appearance model which is learned from the training
set and used to estimate the similarity between the image and the model This similarity is assumed
to be maximal when the model is placed exactly over the actual lip contours We demonstrate the
robustness of the approach on a database of image sequences of various persons
There has been much progress in automatic speech recognition over the past decade and state of
the art systems perform very well in controlled lab environments However  once these systems are
applied to realworld environments  where background noise or crosstalk is present  their performance
degrades signicantly  Such application environments are for example an oce  car  factory or
aircraft and essentially all of these are subject to some interfering noise Much research eort has there
fore been directed to systems for noisy speech environments and the robustness of speech recognition
systems has been identied as one of the biggest challenges in future research 
Most approaches for robust recognition make use of the acoustic speech signal only and ignore the
multimodal nature of human speech It is however well known that humans make use of the visual
modality and that their speech perception is enhanced by seeing the talkers face  particularly the
mouth 	 Hearing impaired and deaf persons make extensive use of visual cues and some few indi
viduals perform lipreading to such a high degree which enables almost perfect speech perception 
But also normal hearing persons make use of visual information to improve their speech perception 
especially in noisy environments 	   In the presence of noise  the visual signal is often comple
mentary to the acoustic signal  ie some phonemes which are dicult to understand acoustically are
easier to distinguish visually  and vice versa Thus  the visual signal often provides that information
which is acoustically most sensitive to noise Lip information can also be benecial when no noise is
present Reisberg et al  have shown that normalhearing subjects who see the talkers face per
ceive speech more accurately  even in noisefree environments The inuence of visual articulation on
human perception of speech is demonstrated by the McGurk eect  in which subjects mistakenly
hear sounds which are biased by visual articulation
Motivated by these psychological studies  several researchers         
  
 	 
    have developed speechreading systems  mainly to demonstrate the
potential use of visual information to improve the robustness of acoustic speech recognition systems in
noise While these systems have validated the benet of visual speech information  there is still much
discussion about determining which visual features are important for speechreading  how to represent
them and how to extract them automatically in a robust manner 
We describe an approach for feature extraction based on the model we use for liptracking The
parameters describing the talking mouth are recovered from the tracking results and describe the
shape of the lip contours and the graylevel appearance of the mouth We describe the application of
these features for speechreading  by modeling their distribution by mixtures of Gaussians and their
temporal dependencies by Hidden Markov Models HMMs
The next section reviews some previous approaches for the extraction and modeling of visual
speech features This is followed by a description for our lip modeling approach We then evaluate the
method and present results for lip localization and tracking The modeling of the extracted features
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for speechreading is described and results are presented for a speaker independent digit recognition
task
 Background
The two main approaches for extracting visual speech information from image sequences can be
grouped into imagebased and modelbased approaches In the imagebased approach  the graylevel
image containing the mouth is either used directly or after some preprocessing as feature vector The
advantage of this method is that no data is disregarded The disadvantage is that it is left to the
classier to learn the nontrivial task of nding the generalization for translation  scaling  rotation D
and D  illumination and interintra speaker variability Another disadvantage is the high dimension
and high redundancy of the feature vector
In the modelbased approach  a model of the visible speech articulators  mainly the lip contours  is
built and its conguration is described by a small set of parameters The advantage of this approach
is that important features can be represented in a low dimensional space and are normally invariant
to translation  scaling  rotation and lighting A disadvantage is that the particular model used may
not consider all relevant speech information The main diculty in the modelbased approach is the
design of the model topology and the design of a robust algorithm which accurately maps the model
to the image
  Image  based approaches
Yuhas et al  presented an approach where the whole graylevel image containing the mouth area
was used as feature vector Similar feature extraction methods were described in    A method
which only uses the horizontal and vertical graylevel vectors  centered at the mouth  has been proposed
in  Movellan 	 described a feature extraction method where the image was rst normalised and
symmetrized using the vertical midline of the image as the axis of symmetry He also included pixel
by pixel dierences in the feature vector  which improved the recognition accuracy considerably
Silsbee    proposed a feature extraction method based on vector quantization  where 
codevectors describing dierent mouth congurations were selected by hand The approach was de
scribed as being extremely sensitive to dierences in width and height of the lip opening and very
sensitive to the presenceabsence of teeth
Mase et al  described an approach based on optical ow  which was calculated on four windows
near the mouth Parameters were extracted from average ow vectors in each window The underlying
assumption of this approach was to estimate the major muscle activities involved in speech production
A feature extraction method where principal component analysis was performed on the image
containing the mouth area has been proposed by Bregler et al  and Brook et al  Similar
approaches were used in 
 These methods reduce the feature space considerably and are generally
less sensitive to noise
   Model  based approaches
Petajan  was probably the rst researcher to develop a speechreading system The system was
based on geometric features of the mouth opening  like height  width and area A simple threshold
ing technique was used to nd the mouth opening and a distance measure  without timewarping 
was applied to match test sequences to training templates Petajans system was later extended by
Goldschen  to a continuous speechreading system using HMMs and context dependent subword
models Goldschen has determined distinct viseme classes which are visually distinguishable speech
units  equivalent to phonemes He trained context dependent subword models based on these visemes 
similar to acoustic subword modelling  and achieved impressive recognition results  using visual in
formation only This study has demonstrated that acoustic modelling techniques are also applicable
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to the visual speech signal The bottleneck in the system however was the feature extraction  which
was not very robust and required manual assistance
Finn et al  presented a speechreading system where features were extracted by measurements
on highly reective dots  placed around the speakers mouth A similar feature extraction method
was used in  These approaches mainly serve to determine the usefulness of visual features but are
hardly applicable to practical applications
Yuille et al  have described the use of deformable templates for locating facial features Their
application to liptracking has been described in 
 The outline of the lips is modeled by a set of hand
coded polynomials  which are matched onto the outline of the lips  represented by the image gradient
Since the deformation of deformable templates is constrained by the initial choice of polynomials 
they are often not able to resolve ne contour details The image search is performed by tting the
template to image gradients  assuming strong edges at the lip contours This assumption is however
often violated as the gradient along the contour is dependent on the speaker  illumination  reection 
facial hair  visibility of teeth  and mouth opening A similar approach but based on color information
has been described in 
Kass et al  have described active contour models  socalled snakes  for liptracking These are
able to resolve ne contour details but shape constraints are dicult to incorporate and one has to
compromise between the degree of elasticity and the ability to resolve ne contour details Bregler et
al  described a method based on snakes for tracking the outer lip contour  but where the contour
is constrained to lie in a subspace learned from a training set The energy function for image search
considers the distance of the contour to the subspace  an internal energy  which is minimal when
the contour follows a straight line  and the sum of gradients along the contour The weights for each
contribution were determined empirically Similar to deformable templates  the approach assumes
that image gradients are well suited to represent the lip contours Bregler et al found however  that
the information provided by their tracking results were not distinctive enough to give reasonable
recognition performance They therefore used the components of the graylevel matrix  centered and
scaled around the lips  as speech features
An approach based on splines  and Kalman lters  has been described in  Shape con
straints were imposed on the deforming template by limiting the number of degrees of freedom This
was performed by tting the spline to two extreme mouth shapes Image search was performed by
searching for high contrast edges However  tracking was only stable when a lipstick was worn to
enhance the contrast around the lips A similar approach based on Bezier curves and the use of color
information was described in  The energy function considers internal and external modal forces 
dynamic constraints  and color information from the image Their relative contribution to the energy
function was determined empirically
 Lip Model
It is often argued that visual information in a speech recognition system is most benecial in real world
applications where noise is present If the aim of a visualacoustic speech recognition system is therefore
to be used in such an environment  the robustness of the visual subsystem in such an environment
is of crucial importance We believe that a feature extraction method intended to be robust to all
the sources of variability encountered in real world applications illumination  individual appearance 
D pose should use as much knowledge about the scene as possible One way of incorporating such
knowledge is to build a model of the object Most modelbased systems developed so far have relied on
heuristics about shape deformation and appearance Our approach learns such knowledge by examining
a representative training set
One of the issue to address in a model based approach is to choose an appropriate description of
the visible articulators We are modeling a physical process  so we could describe this process in terms
of physical movements and positions of the articulators that determine the vocal tract Specically  for
visual analysis  we could attempt to estimate muscle action from the image such as in    However 
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the musculature of the face is complex  D information is not present  muscle motion is not directly
observable and there are at least thirteen groups of muscles involved in the lip movements alone 
Furthermore  using optical ow computation to estimate such action might not be appropriate due to
violation of its underlying assumptions
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Figure  Model   representing the outer and inner lip contour with 	 control points To generate a
certain lip shape  the translation t
x
  t
y
  rotation   and scale s are required in addition to the
coordinates of the model points
We chose to use an appearancebased model In order to construct such a model  we need to
determine which features the model will incorporate and how they are represented The model should
represent those features important for speech recognition and disregard those which account for speaker
variability and illumination
It is generally agreed that most visual information is contained in the lip contours  especially the
inner lip contour  but it has also been shown that the visibility of teeth and tongue provide important
speech cues        Particularly for fricatives  the place of articulation can often be determined
visually 
  ie for labiodental upper teeth on lower lip  interdental tongue behind front teeth
and alveolar tongue touching gum ridge place
We therefore would like to have a model which describes both  the shape of the inner and outer lips
and the intensity around the mouth area We use models based on point distribution models PDM 
also called active shape models ASM when used in image search        PDMs are exible
models which represent an object by a set of labeled points The points describe the boundary or other
signicant parts of an object The average shape and the principal modes of variation are captured
from a labeled training set
The training examples need to be labeled in a consistent manner in order to be able to compare
equivalent points from dierent shapes We use the two outer corner points of the lips as reference
points Their distance is dened as scale  their orientation to the horizontal as the angle and their
center as the origin The other points are placed at equal horizontal distance along the lip contours 
where the horizontal is the line connecting the two corners We built two dierent models of the lips
Model  describes the outer contour of the upper and lower lips and Model   describes the outer and
inner contour of the upper and lower lips Figure  shows Model  with translation t
x
and t
y
  scale s
and angle 
 Shape Modeling
By using PDMs we try to avoid the use of heuristic assumptions about legal shape deformation
Instead  knowledge about legal shape deformation is obtained by examining a representative training
set This leads to a description of local and global deformations with a small set of parameters and
constrains the shape model to only deform to shapes similar to the ones seen in the training set
In order to obtain the average shape and the main modes of variation of an object  a training set
containing examples of the object is labeled by hand Each example is labeled in the same way to
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be able to relate dierent examples to each other The ith shape in the training set i     N  is
described by a vector v
i
with
v
i
 x
i 
  y
i 
  x
i
  y
i
       x
iN 
  y
iN 

T

where x
ij
  y
ij
 are the coordinates of the jth point j     N    of the ith shape The training
shapes are then normalized by scaling to unit width  zero translation and zero rotation using
x
i
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 

s
  

v
i
  t
c
 
with translation
t
c
 t
x
  t
y
  t
x
  t
y
       t
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  t
y

T

and M s  x performing a rotation by  and a scaling by s of x The normalization process ensures
that model points of dierent examples can be related without distortion from scale  translation or
rotation
Given a set of N normalized labeled shapes  we can calculate the mean shape x and the covariance
matrix S The eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix are obtained using principal
component analysis PCA The eigenvectors with the largest eigenvalues describe the most signicant
modes of variation  in particular the variance described by an eigenvector is equal to its corresponding
eigenvalue
A normalized shape can now be approximated by
x  x Pb 
where P  p

 p

      p
t
 is the matrix of the rst t t  n column eigenvectors corresponding to
the largest eigenvalues and b a vector containing the weights for each eigenvector The number of
eigenvectors used to describe the main modes of variation is normally much smaller than the number
of variables of the shape model
Figure  and Figure  show the mean shape of the models and the rst four modes of variation
by  standard deviation sd We use 	 shape modes to describe Model  and  shape modes to
describe Model   In order to project a lip model into an image  the scale  rotation and translation
parameters are needed in addition to the shape parameters
For Model   the rst mode of variation mainly changes the position of the lower lip contour The
second mode primarily describes the position of the upper lip contour and the third mode accounts for
asymmetry due to horizontal rotation Subsequent modes describe ner contour details For Model   
the rst mode mainly changes the lower lip  the second mode changes the upper lip and the third mode
describes the mouth opening Subsequent modes account for asymmetry and ner contour details
An earlier version of these models which only considered vertical deformation of the model points
was described in  The method was sucient for the single contour model but could not fully
describe the large variability of the inner contour of the double contour modelOur approach assumes
that the principal modes are linearly independent  although there might be nonlinear dependencies
present For objects with nonlinear behavior  linear models reduce the specicity of the model and
can generate implausible shapes  which lead to less robust image search They also require more modes
of variation than the true number of degrees of freedom of the object
  Intensity Modeling
In order to use PDMs for image search  we would like to have a cost function  which measures the t
between the model and the image We therefore need to nd a way of representing dominant image
features of the lip contours The most common approach for representing contours is to use edges or
gradients However  the appearance of lip contours is highly variable  even for the same person The
gradient values at the outer lip contour are often strong at the upper lip and weak at the lower lip
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Figure  The middle column displays the mean shape for Model  and the other columns show the
four most signicant modes of shape variation as the sum of the mean shape and dierent basis shapes
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Figure  The middle column displays the mean shape for Model   and the other columns show the
four most signicant modes of shape variation as the sum of the mean shape and dierent basis shapes
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The gradients at the inner contour are highly dependent on mouth opening and the visibility of teeth
and tongue Gradients are also dependent on the speaker make up  facial hair  ethnic origin and
illumination Furthermore  edges of the lip contours are often confused with other gradients  which
can originate from specularity  visibility of teeth and tongue  shadows  or facial hair
Figure  Example images of the Tulips database rst row and their gradient magnitude images
second row
Figure  shows some examples from the database we used 	 and their gradient magnitude images
after Gaussian smoothing The examples show clearly the diculties gradientbased search methods
are faced with and that gradient information is not an appropriate way to represent dominant features
of lip contours
In analogy to the statistical description of the lip deformation we want to avoid the use of heur
istics for image search and rather learn the graylevel appearance at the contour from a training set
Assuming that graylevel changes are not only important at each contour point but also in regions
around each point  we capture the statistics of the actual graylevel appearance around each model
point and estimate their main modes of variation within a training set
0 2 4 6 8
200
100
0
Grey-Level
Profile Points
Figure  Greylevel prole extraction The greylevel vectors are sampled perpendicular to the lip
contour and centred at the model points
Following   we choose to sample one dimensional proles g
ij
of length n
p
perpendicular to the
contour and centered at point j for each training image i as shown in Fig  But instead of calculating
individual mean proles and covariance matrices for each model point  we concatenate the proles of
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all model points to construct a global prole vector h
j
for each training image as described in 	
h
i
 g
i 
 g
i
      g
iN 

T

We then calculate a global mean prole h and covariance matrix S
g
and compute the eigenvectors
and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix S
g
 The eigenvectors with the largest corresponding eigen
values describe the main modes of graylevel variation seen in the training set Any prole can be
approximated using
h  h P
g
b
g

where P
g
 p
g
 p
g
      p
gt
is the nn
p
t matrix of the rst t column eigenvectors corresponding
to the largest eigenvalues and b
g
a vector containing the weights for each eigenvector
These weights describe the intensity around the lip contour and can therefore be used as speech
features This approach is similar to the local graylevel models described by Lanitis et al      
who performed an individual PCA on each model point We use global graylevel models  assuming that
variances at dierent model points are correlated It is also related to the eigenlips reported by Bregler
et al  Bregler et al placed a window around the mouth area on which PCA was performed Since
the window does not deform with the lips  the eigenvectors of the PCA mainly account for intensity
variation due to dierent lip shape and mouth opening In comparison  our PCA space deforms with
the lip contours and therefore describes intensity variation independent of lip shape The intensity
information we obtain is therefor complementary to the contour information provided by the shape
model
In order to visualize graylevel models  we interpolate the graylevels between the prole vectors
and smooth them with a Median lter The mean intensity and the rst three modes of intensity
variation are shown in Fig  All graylevel models are displayed using the mean shape Although this
might generate unrealistic appearances  since the graylevels are correlated with the mouth opening 
we considered it to be acceptable for visualization purposes
The graylevel models show the area covered by the prole vectors the mouth opening  the lip
area  and the skin around the lips The rst mode accounts for global illumination  the second mode
mainly describes the intensity of the lower lip and the third mode explains the contrast between the
skin and the lips Subsequent modes describe ner variations  such as lighting direction  specularity 
and visibility of teeth and tongue
This approach assumes that the variances of proles at dierent model points are correlated with
each other as they are expected to be due to illumination eects and dierent skin and lip intensity The
prole model captures the global variation between dierent speakers and the variation for individual
speakers Particularly the intensity variation inside the mouth is subject to the largest intensity
variation during speech production In analogy to shape modeling  we assume that the intensity
modes are linearly independent
 Database
We used the image part of the Tulips  database of isolated digits 	 for all experiments It consists of

 image sequences of  speakers 
 male   female each saying the rst four digits in English twice
We will later refer to the set of words spoken the rst time as Set  and the set of words spoken the
second time as Set  The subjects were asked to talk into a video camera and to position themselves
so that their lips be roughly centered in a feedback display The grayscale images were digitized at 
framessec   x  pixels  	 bits per pixel The database contains a total of 
 images and consists
of speakers with dierent ethnic origin  some with makeup or facial hair and dierent illumination
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Figure  The principal modes of intensity variation ofModel   The middle column displays the mean
intensity and the other columns represent the three most signicant modes of intensity variation for
  sd
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 Locating and Tracking Lips
 Cost Function
As a cost function we use a measure which describes the t between the prole model and the image
To account for gray level variation captured in the training set  the model prole is rst aligned to the
image prole h as closely as possible  using the mean mode and the rst main modes of variation As
the eigenvectors in P
g
are orthogonal  the parameter vector b
g
describing the weights for the modes
can be found using
b
g
 P
g
T
h  h 
To measure how well a model ts the image  we measure the mean squared error MSEE
p
between
the image prole and the aligned model prole using
E
p
 h  h
T
h  h   b
g
T
b
g
 	
Unlike other methods 
      we do not use an energy component for shape deformation Using
a shape constraint enforces conformity of the solution with a grouped behavioral statistic  while
attempting to locate a specic instance from the distribution Instead we restrict each shape mode to
stay within sd during image search  which accounts for 

 of variation We assign equal prior
probabilities to all model shapes within these limits
  Image Search
It is assumed that a coarse estimate of the region of interest ROI containing the lips and of the scale
of the lips is known The Downhill Simplex Method 
   is used for image search to match the model
to the image The model is initialized with the mean shape and placed in a random location in the ROI
which is the starting point for the search algorithm The algorithm uses the translation parameters
t
x
and t
y
  the scale s  the rotation  and the vector of shape parameters b as variables for the
multidimensional optimization process The search process begins by evaluating initial perturbations
of each parameter  which were chosen to be sd An evaluation is performed in two steps  at rst
the optimal prole weights are calculated using Eq  followed by the calculation of the cost using
Eq 	 It gradually moves and deforms the model to shapes which give a lower cost and changes the
perturbations dynamically until a certain number of iterations is reached or until the dierence in cost
falls below a certain threshold The algorithm has proven to be robust to various initial parameters
and copes well with local minima
Figure  Ocentre initialisation of Model   and image search results after     and  iterations
Liptracking is initiated by locating the lips in the rst image as described above For consecutive
frames  the previous frame is used as the initial estimate of the lip position and the search is performed
using the simplex algorithm Although constraints could be introduced to limit the search to stay
within certain limits during tracking  for simplicity  we used the same constraints as for locating the
lips
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 Experiments
The shape and prole models were built using 
 training examples forModel  and  examples for
Model   drawn from all  speakers and covering a representative set of mouth shapes All examples
were taken from Set  and contained hand labeled points Model  was represented by  points 
Model   by 	 points and the dimension of a graylevel prole was 
 We used 	 shape modes for
Model   which covers 	 of shape variation and  shape modes for Model    which covers 	 of
shape variation  estimated from the corresponding covariance matrices  intensity modes were used
in image search for Model  and  modes for Model  
Figure 	 Examples of lip localisation results for all subjects  using Model   and intensity model based
search  which were classied as Good Image search copes well with dierent subjects and dierent
illumination and nds the inner lip contour despite the large intensity dierences due to the visibility
of the teeth and mouth opening
Figure 
 Examples of lip localisation results using intensity model based search  which were classied
as Miss
It is important to evaluate the performance of computer vision algorithms quantitatively Ideally 
this would require all images to be labeled with the correct outline of the lips  which would need to be
done by hand Instead we choose to judge the performance by visual inspection into three categories
A search result was classied as Good if the lip contour was found within about one quarter of the
lip thickness deviation It was classied as Adequate if the outline of the contour was found between
one quarter and half the lip thickness deviation and it was classied as a Miss otherwise For tracking
 IDIAP RR 
results  all of the images had to be classied with Good in order to classify the whole sequence as
Good The same was true for Adequate
Table  Results for lip localization using prole models with ocenter initialization
Model Good  Adequate  Miss 
Model  

  
Model  

  
All tests for locating and tracking lips were performed using Set  For localization tests  the
position of the model was initialized at a position o the center This makes the search process more
realistic  assuming that only a rough estimate of the lip position is known The shape parameters
were initialized with the mean shape parameters Figure  shows the initial placement of the model
in the image and results of the image search after a few iterations Examples of lip localization for
all subjects are shown in Fig 	 The two localization results classied as Miss are depicted in Fig 

Localization results for both models can be found in Table 
For comparison  we also performed localization tests by using the gradient magnitude of the image
instead of the prole model The images were rst Gaussian ltered before calculating the gradient
magnitude The resulting images were smoothed with an exponential function to blur the gradients
over a large image area and to make the search more robust The cost was dened as the negative
sum of the gradient image at all model points This method is similar to the ones described in 
  
Because the results for locating the lips were so poor  we performed another test where the model was
initialized at the center of the image
Table  Results for lip localization using gradient search
Model Initialization Good  Adequate  Miss 
Model  o center   	
Model  o center   	
Model  center 		 
 	
Model  center 	 	 		
Table  shows the results for locating the lips by using gradient information Misslocalization
was mainly caused by the small gradient of the outer lower lips  reections on the lips and gradients
originating from the teeth Initializing the model in the center of the image improved the results only
slightly These results show clearly the superiority of graylevel models over gradients in image search
Table  Results for lip tracking
Model Good  Adequate  Miss 
Model  
	  
Model  
  
For tracking tests  the model was initialized at the center of the image Tracking examples of
Good performance are shown in Fig  and for Adequate performance in Fig  Table  summarizes
tracking results for both models For Model   results for liptracking are similar to the ones for
localization For Model    the performance for liptracking is lower than for localization This was
mainly due to the model aligning to the teeth instead of the inner lip contour
IDIAP RR  
Figure  Examples of lip tracking results using Model   and intensity model based search  which
were classied as Good The tracking results are very accurate across subjects despite large appearance
dierences and varying visibility of teeth and tongue
 IDIAP RR 
Figure  Example of a lip tracking sequence using Model   and intensity model based search  which
was classied as Miss The inner model contour rst latched onto the teeth and later missed the upper
lip contour
The assumption of a linear model seems to be appropriate for shape modeling but might be
inadequate for prole modeling Most of the errors were due to the inner lip contour latching on to
the teeth The proles covering the mouth opening basically change between three dierent intensity
levels  mouth closed   mouth open and teeth not visible   mouth open and teeth visible It
is therefore unlikely that this variability can accurately be described by a uni modal distribution
 Speechreading
This section describes the modeling of the extracted features for a speech recognition system The task
is to recognize the rst four digits in English using visual information only One of the main diculties
in speechreading is to cope with the large variability across speakers  due to individual appearance
and individual lip movements see for example Fig  We therefore performed speaker independent
tests  using dierent speakers for training and testing  to see how well the system generalizes to new
speakers
 Visual Speech Features
We use two kind of parameters as visual speech features  shape and intensity parameters Both sets of
parameters are extracted at each image frame and are recovered from the tracking results The shape
vector is represented by b and the intensity vector by b
g
 These parameters describe variability due
to dierent speakers and variability due to speech The aim of our speech recognition system is to
learn which features account for dierent utterances and which for dierent speakers
We do not include translation  rotation and scale parameters in the feature vector since they are un
likely to provide speech information and since they could distort our results All features are therefore
invariant to translation  rotation and scale The shape features are also invariant to illumination
Much visual speech information is contained in the dynamics of lip movements rather than the
actual shape Furthermore  dynamic information might be more robust to linguistic variability  ie
intensity values of the lips and skin will remain fairly constant during speech  while intensity values
of the mouth opening will vary during speech On the other hand  intensity values of the lips and
skin will vary between speakers  but temporal intensity changes might be similar for dierent speakers
and robust to illumination We therefore performed some recognition tests by including rst order
dierential parameters of the feature vector delta features The change in scale is likely to provide
speech information and was also included in the delta feature vector
  Speech Modeling
For modeling visual speech  we use wholeword Hidden Markov Models HMMs which is a standard
approach in acoustic small vocabulary recognition systems  A visual observation O of an utterance
IDIAP RR  
is represented by a sequence of feature vectors
O   

  

       
T
  

where o
t
is the feature vector extracted at time t We assume that the feature vectors follow continuous
probability distributions which we model by mixtures of Gaussians We further assume that temporal
changes during speech are piecewise stationary and follow a rstorder Markov process Thus  each
HMM state represents several consecutive feature vectors These assumptions are not strictly true 
but are also often made in the acoustic domain They can be improved by increasing the number of
states  which decreases the number of times an observation frame remains at a particular state But
this increases the complexity of the models and the number of parameters to estimate
A HMM representing a particular utterance class is dened by the parameter set
  A B   
A  fa
ij
g is the matrix of state transition probabilities from state i to state j  B is the vector of
observation probabilities b
j
o for state j  and  is the vector with probabilities 
i
of entering the
model at state i The observation probabilities are modelled as mixtures of Gaussian distributions
b
i
o 
M
X
m
c
im
N o  
im
 
im
 
where c
im
is the mixture weight for state i and mixture m  and N o    a multivariate Gaussian
with mean  and covariance matrix 
We trained one HMM for each word class on the corresponding training set The HMMs only
allowed selfloops and sequential transitions between the current and the next state The initial state
probabilities are set to zero for all states but the rst The remaining parameters are estimated from
the extracted model parameters of the training set Each HMM is initialised by linear segmentation
of the training vectors onto the HMM states  followed by iterative segmental kmeans clustering and
Viterbi alignment  The models are further reestimated using the BaumWelch procedure  
which maximises the likelihood of model  for having generated the observed sequence O
Figure  shows the HMM states learned from  speakers  for the words one and three The
feature vector consisted of  shape and  prole parameters The dierences of lip shape and intensity
at the mouth opening  as well as their temporal dierences can be clearly seen on these examples
The mouth opening in the rst two states is smaller for model one than for model three but
at state three it is smaller for model three The intensity inside the mouth is higher at the end for
both models  indicating the visibility of teeth  while for model three it is also high at the rst state 
indicating the visibility of the tongue
Recognition is performed using the Viterbi algorithm which calculates the most likely state se
quence for each HMM of having generated the observed sequence Classication is performed by
estimating the maximum a posteriori probability MAP
argmax
i
P 
i
jO 
where 
i
represents the model of word class i and O the observation sequence The a posteriori
probability can be obtained using Bayes rule  
P 
i
jO 
P Oj
i
P 
i

pO
  
where P 
i
 represents the prior probability of class i and P Oj
i
 the probability distribution of
the feature sequence O for model 
i
 The terms P 
i
  which are assumed to be equal for all classes 
and pO are constant for all classes and can therefore be ignored in the MAP calculation P Oj
i

is simply the product of the transition probabilities a and the output probabilities by of the most
likely state sequence
	 IDIAP RR 
"three"
"one"
State
State
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Figure  Learned sequence of HMM states for the words one and three using Model  
 Experiments
We performed speaker independent recognition tests  using dierent speakers for training and testing
to see how well the system generalizes for new speakers Experiments were performed using the jack
knife or leavingoneout procedure   using  subjects for training and the th subject for testing
The whole procedure was repeated  times  each time leaving a dierent subject out for testing
Recognition results were then averaged over all speakers All tests were performed for Model  and
Model   using the HMM toolkit HTK V 
We trained HMMs with  states and one diagonal variance vector Experiments using full covariance
matrices or more than one diagonal variance vector resulted in lower performance This indicates that
the training set was not large enough to estimate more than one diagonal mixture reliably
Table  Word recognition rate using all shape and intensity features
Model Shape Intensity Shape  Intensity
Model  	  	  	 
Model    	  		 
For experiments using all shape modes and all intensity modes in the features vectors as well as
all delta features  we obtain recognition rates of 	 for Model  and 		 for Model   More
details are given in Table  However  features which describe principal shape and intensity variability
might not be directly related to speech information For example  shape variability might account
for lip shapes of dierent persons and intensity variability might be due to illumination and dierent
skin and lip intensity of dierent subjects Although the training algorithm ideally learns the features
which are important for word discrimination  in practice the training set is rarely large and balanced
enough to ensure this
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Figure  Recognition accuracy for each individual shape mode sm and optional delta shape mode
dsm using Model  
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Figure  Recognition accuracy for each individual intensity mode I and optional delta intensity
mode dI using Model  
 IDIAP RR 
We therefore performed another set of tests by using each shape and intensity mode individually
Results for Model   are depicted in Fig  and Fig  Results for Model  for shape features can be
found in  and for intensity features in  For our recognition task of  digits  the rst and third
shape mode  the scale and the intensities modes  contribute most to recognition performance
The shape modes are shown in Fig  and the thth intensity modes are displayed in Fig  The
three intensity modes are hard to interpret but mainly seem to account for dierent intensity at the
mouth opening
Table  Word recognition rate using the ve most discriminant features and optional delta parameters
Features Model  Model 
Shape 
   
Intensity   	
 
Shape  Intensity 	  	 
Shape   	  	 
Intensity   	  	
 
Shape  Intensity   	  
 
The word recognition rates using only the  most discriminant modes  shape features and 
intensity features are shown in Table  Separate tests were performed by including delta parameters
and delta scale All recognition tests were higher by using only the most discriminant features It is
interesting to note that Model  obtained higher rates for shape parameters than Model    when delta
information was included But this might be due to the small training set For the intensity features 
recognition rates are considerably higher for Model   than for Model  This seems natural  since
Model   provides graylevel information of the mouth opening Including delta parameters increased
the accuracy in almost all cases  indicating the importance of dynamic informationand their robustness
to speaker variability and illuminationThe confusion matrix is shown in Table  and the word accuracy
for each individual test subject in Table 
Table  Confusion matrix for the system with 
  recognition rate rows represent the actual
digits  columns the recognised digits
one two three four
one    
two    
three    
four    

Table  Word accuracy for each individual test person using the system with 
 recognition rate
Subject        	 
   
Accuracy   	 	         	
Overall best results of 
 were obtained by Model    using shape and intensity features with
additional delta features This is approximately equivalent to the performance achieved by humans
with no lipreading knowledge who were asked to lipread on the same database Those subjects
IDIAP RR  
+ 2 s.d. Mean - 2 s.d.
12. Mode
13. Mode
14. Mode
Figure  Intensity modes  for the mean shape ofModel    which contributed most to recognition
performance
 IDIAP RR 
achieved and average of 	

 while the average performance of hearing impaired subjects with
lipreading knowledge was 

 	
 Conclusions
We have described a system for robust localization and tracking of lipmovements in image sequences
of various speakers and various lighting conditions  without the use of aids like reective markers or
lipstick The model can only deform in ways consistent with the training set Similarly  image search
is based on the statistical appearance of the mouth  lea rned from training data These two techniques
avoid the use of heuristic assumptions about shape deformation and the representation of dominant
image features and therefore enable robust image search We have shown that the performance for
locating and tracking lips is much higher using a graylevel model than by using gradient search
Our database did not include images with large rotations in D  but is has been shown in  that
a similar model of the face is able to recover vertical and horizontal rotation of at least   degrees
It should therefore also be possible for our lip model to recover such rotation and to provide features
which are robust to such variability
Speech features are recovered from tracking results and describe shape and intensity appearance
of the mouth The features are invariant to scale  translation and rotation The shape features are also
invariant to illumination The sample space of the intensity model deforms with the shape model and
therefore represents intensity features which are independent of the lip shape and which can account
for information about teeth  tongue and protrusion
We have described a speechreading system  purely based on visual features  which obtained per
formance levels similar to humans on a digit recognition task Visual features vary considerably across
speaker due to dierent appearance and dierent mouthmovements  which makes speaker independent
speechreading very dicult This is one of the rst studies to perform speaker independent speechread
ing and we have shown that very few features are sucient to achieve high recognition performance
for this task Result for our recognition task suggest that intensity information is more important
than shape information
The emphasis of our work was to describe a robust feature extraction method rather than to
describe a large vocabulary speechreading system We believe that the bottleneck of most existing
systems developed so far is their feature extraction method Several approaches have already shown
that once visual features are available  their modeling for continuous speech recognition tasks is straight
forward
The extracted features provide detailed information about shape  intensity  and their temporal
dependencies during speech production They therefore do not only contain speech information but
also specic information about a persons articulators and about the way a person speaks We have
described elsewhere how to exploit this information by building models of talking faces and using
them for person identication 	  

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